ORM-D Phase-out Ends Dec. 31, 2020

The last day to offer or accept hazardous materials as ORM-D is December 31, 2020. To prevent rejected shipments, confusion, and civil penalties moving forward, shippers must mark and label packages according to the US DOT regulations for limited quantities.

**ENDS 12/31/20**

Hazmat shippers may ship ORM-D packages for highway transportation only until the year ends.

**ORM-D Mark**

and Proper Shipping Name

(“Consumer Commodity”)

---

**01/01/21 & AFTER**

From 01/01/21 and on, these packages must be offered as **limited quantity** shipments (49 CFR § 173.156).

**Limited Quantity Mark**

---

**Shipper/Receiver Name and Address**

---

**Orientation Arrows**

Required for liquids

---
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